EPSOM WORKSHOPS

For current workshops go to:
Library Website > Study > Workshops > Limit to Epsom

Workshops offered at Epsom:

Introductory workshops at beginning of semester:
- Library and IT essentials
- Library, IT and research essentials for post-grads

Study Skills
- Referencing, paraphrasing, summarising, and quoting
- Essay writing: from analysing questions to writing conclusions
- Note-taking, time management, strategies for success
- Reading effectively for study and research

Research Skills
- Finding literature using education and social work databases

Manage your references using reference management tools (*see also self-guided option below)

Writing in English
Writing in English workshops cover topics such as active and passive voice, using the article system, verb tenses, editing and punctuation, and creating sentence structures (simple and complex). These are mostly held in the City but some are offered at Epsom Campus. Read the location information carefully.

Doctoral Skills
- Doctoral skills workshops are mostly held on the City Campus but there are some offered at Epsom campus from time to time. Read the location information carefully.

Self-guided learning
- Key study skills
- Writing and presenting
- Exams preparation
- Masters research
- Doctoral skills hub
- Searching for information

IT skills programme for staff and post-graduates (includes some face-to-face workshops on the City Campus)

Referencing
- Referencing: The basics
- Quickcite
- Reference management tools
- RefWorks